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AttendanceAttendance
The main goal for the Attendance module is easy and The main goal for the Attendance module is easy and 
accurate entry of program attendance data. It supports a accurate entry of program attendance data. It supports a 
user friendly interface, update capability, provision for user friendly interface, update capability, provision for 
approval and access checking. The Attendance Record approval and access checking. The Attendance Record 
page is color coded for easy viewing. Users can look at a page is color coded for easy viewing. Users can look at a 
minimal version of the data with attendance options only minimal version of the data with attendance options only 
or view all details with comments. The Display Printable or view all details with comments. The Display Printable 
option generates an attendance record sheet that fits option generates an attendance record sheet that fits 
seven days onto one page.seven days onto one page.
Like other Therap modules, Attendance module supports Like other Therap modules, Attendance module supports 
multilevel access privilege for submitters, approvers, multilevel access privilege for submitters, approvers, 
updaters and viewers. Authorized users will be able to updaters and viewers. Authorized users will be able to 
view printable version of attendance data which they can view printable version of attendance data which they can 
use for official purposes.use for official purposes.



Electronic BillingElectronic Billing

Electronic Billing assists providers funded by Medicaid. Electronic Billing assists providers funded by Medicaid. 
Users can create and send professional claims for a Users can create and send professional claims for a 
single or multiple individuals and for one or more of single or multiple individuals and for one or more of 
their service lines. When users create new claims or their service lines. When users create new claims or 
update existing ones, the invoices are available to update existing ones, the invoices are available to 
them in PDF format which they can have printed out. them in PDF format which they can have printed out. 
Claims are submitted under a Billing provider and sent Claims are submitted under a Billing provider and sent 
to the state Medicaid directly. Users can view the to the state Medicaid directly. Users can view the 
status of their claims as to whether they have been status of their claims as to whether they have been 
accepted. Rejected claims are sent back to the accepted. Rejected claims are sent back to the 
provider agency which can be resubmitted after making provider agency which can be resubmitted after making 
the necessary corrections. It also includes a the necessary corrections. It also includes a 
Transaction Record feature that lets users search for Transaction Record feature that lets users search for 
claims that have been sent in a particular transaction claims that have been sent in a particular transaction 
along with their current status.along with their current status.



Service AuthorizationsService Authorizations
A challenge in billing is that there can be different A challenge in billing is that there can be different 
funding sources for different services provided to funding sources for different services provided to 
individuals. There may also be multiple funding sources individuals. There may also be multiple funding sources 
paying for a particular service. paying for a particular service. TherapTherap’’ss Billing Support Billing Support 
application addresses this issue by using a Service application addresses this issue by using a Service 
Authorization scheme which works as an association Authorization scheme which works as an association 
between particular services provided to an individual and between particular services provided to an individual and 
the appropriate funding source. Bills can then be entered the appropriate funding source. Bills can then be entered 
for measurable service units based on proper Service for measurable service units based on proper Service 
Authorizations. Billing information such as number of Authorizations. Billing information such as number of 
billable and nonbillable and non--billable service units can easily be billable service units can easily be 
entered and the system will automatically calculate the entered and the system will automatically calculate the 
number of remaining units and amount within the service number of remaining units and amount within the service 
authorization.authorization.
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